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All aspects of transcription and its regulation involve dynamic events. The basal transcription machinery and
regulatory components are dynamically recruited to their target genes, and dynamic interactions of transcrip-
tion factors with chromatin—and with each other—play a key role in RNA polymerase assembly, initiation,
and elongation. These short-term binding dynamics of transcription factors are superimposed by long-
term cyclical behavior of chromatin opening and transcription factor-binding events. Its dynamic nature is
not only a fundamental property of the transcription machinery, but it is emerging as an important modulator
of physiological processes, particularly in differentiation and development.
Introduction
Transcription is the key step in the regulation of gene expression.

The transcription process involves several distinct steps. The

core promoter structure contains sequences that serve to

anchor a set of protein complexes generally referred to as the

general transcription factors (Smale and Kadonaga, 2003; Korn-

berg, 2005). These factors lead to the formation of a preinitiation

complex, which can be quite stable when assembled in vitro.

RNA polymerases recognize in turn these multimeric complexes

and initiate the synthesis of RNA. The rate of initiation is generally

considered the primary regulatory step of transcription, but

alternative processes are now known to modulate the accumu-

lation of transcripts. Enhancers are positioned at distant sites

in chromatin and modify the rate of initiation complex formation

by mechanisms that are still poorly understood (Roeder, 2005).

The elongating polymerase complex can be transiently retarded,

leading to a ‘‘paused’’ complex that may be subject to reactiva-

tion (Price, 2008). The elongation complex brings with it several

activities that modulate its postinitiation activity (Shilatifard et al.,

2003; Price, 2008). Furthermore, during RNA chain extension,

the elongating complex must pass through nucleosome

structures, and activities are specifically recruited that allow for

their transient disassembly and reformation (Carrozza et al.,

2005). Complex histone modifications also take place during

elongation (Guenther et al., 2007), and appear to interact with

the extending polymerase, affecting its progress. Lastly, the

termination and polyadenylation of transcripts represents a final

step in the generation of the primary transcript (Rosonina et al.,

2006).

The process of transcription is intrinsically dynamic. Yet, most

of what we know about how the transcription machinery is

assembled, how it initiates, and how it elongates along a gene

comes from mostly static biochemical investigations. While

these methods have been invaluable in defining the key factors

involved in the transcription process and their interactions,

they are not ideally suited to gain insight into the real-time

kinetics of transcription. The reliance on purification approaches

and in vitro reconstitution also raises the question of how

accurately findings using these methods reflect the complex

environment in which transcription takes place in an intact living
cell. The application of recently developed cell biological

methods, mostly based on in vivo imaging, to the study of tran-

scription in its natural context and in real-time has overcome

some of these limitations (Misteli, 2001; Darzacq et al., 2009).

These new methods are now providing first insights into how

transcription occurs in a live cell nucleus.

How Transcription Factors Find Their Targets: 3D
Genome Scanning
The basis of all transcriptional activity and regulation is the

recruitment of transcription complexes to target genes. The

basal transcription machinery associates with well-defined

binding sites in promoter regions, and regulatory factors bind

to specific sites in control elements in the vicinity and, at times,

at long distances away, from target genes. Specific binding sites

for both the basal machinery, as well as gene-specific regulators,

are exceedingly sparse in the genome compared to the number

of nonspecific binding sites with which a given transcription

factor (TF) may interact. Conservatively, assuming an average

mammalian core promoter size of �150 nt, promoter regions

make up less than 0.1% of the human genome, and many TFs

have only a few specific binding sites in the genome. How then

do TFs find, often rapidly and in response to tightly controlled

physiological signaling cascades, their few specific binding sites

in the vast sea of nontarget sites in the genome? The key to effi-

cient recruitment of the transcription machinery to its target site

are two fundamental dynamic properties of TFs: their ability to

rapidly diffuse through the nucleus and their propensity to very

transiently bind to chromatin.

Diffusion is the prime means by which TFs move through the

nucleus (Misteli, 2001; Gorski et al., 2006). FRAP (fluorescence

recovery after photobleaching) experiments in which the motion

of a fluorescently tagged TF is traced in living cells have revealed

that most TFs move rapidly within the nucleus (Phair et al., 2004;

Sprague et al., 2004; Hoogstraten et al., 2002; Stenoien et al.,

2001). TF motion is not directional and does not require energy.

Measured diffusion coefficients for TFs range from �0.5 to

5 mm2s�1 depending on a molecule’s shape, size, and its interac-

tions with chromatin (Gorski et al., 2006). To put this into

perspective, this diffusion behavior allows a molecule to traverse
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Figure 1. TFs Find Their Specific Binding Sites by Random Scanning of the Genome in 3D
A TF (purple) diffuses through the nuclear space and by random collision associates with chromatin. Most encounters are at nontarget sites resulting in highly
transient interactions. Occasionally, a specific binding site (orange) is encountered, and prolonged binding occurs. At each encounter a TF might undergo local
motion on the chromatin fiber by either sliding along the DNA, hopping locally or by directed, motor driven motion.
the entire length of a typical mammalian nucleus in a few

seconds and makes it possible for a single molecule of a TF to

visit the volume of the nucleus in a matter of minutes. The high

mobility of TFs is the basis for their ability to, rapidly and without

the cell’s expenditure of energy, find their sparse specific binding

sites in the genome.

The second property that critically contributes to efficient TF

targeting is the highly transient and dynamic nature of their

binding to chromatin in vivo. In photobleaching experiments,

the apparent diffusion coefficients of most TFs have been found

to be typically 10- to 100-fold lower than would be expected

based on their size and shape alone (Sprague et al., 2004; Muel-

ler et al., 2008). While some of this retarded mobility may be

due to their integration into larger complexes, the major contrib-

utor to slowing down overall TF motion in the nucleus is their

binding to chromatin. This concept is most clearly illustrated

by the linker histone H1. A wild-type H1 molecule that has full

DNA-binding activity has a diffusion coefficient of <0.1 mm2s�1;

however, the same molecule containing several point mutations

that eliminate its ability to bind DNA, has a diffusion coefficient

of �20 mm2s�1, similar to that of a protein which has no

DNA-binding activity. The diffusion kinetics of a chromatin

protein is now recognized as a direct measure of its binding

properties to DNA in vivo (Sprague et al., 2004; Mueller et al.,

2008). These quantitative in vivo approaches have indicated

that the vast majority of chromatin proteins, including architec-

tural proteins such as linker histones, heterochromatin protein

1, and HMG proteins, but particularly transcription cofactors

and regulators, bind chromatin transiently with rapid turnover

kinetics, typically on the order of seconds (Phair et al., 2004;

Gorski et al., 2006).

The rapid motion of TFs through nuclear space and the very

transient interactions of TF with chromatin along the way point

toward a 3D scanning model for how TFs find their specific

target-binding sites in the genome (Misteli, 2001). As TFs diffuse

thought the nucleus, they frequently encounter and physically
742 Molecular Cell 35, September 25, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
interact with chromatin fibers along the way (Figure 1). Given

the scarcity of specific binding sites, most often these encoun-

ters will be with off-target sites and do not result in any functional

interactions. After short immobilization, the TF dissociates and

continue its random walk through the nucleus until it encounters

another chromatin fiber, where it undergoes another interaction.

Estimates for the time between such encounters are typically on

the order of 50–250 ms. This 3D hopping will continue until the

molecule finds a specific target site where it binds, most likely

for a somewhat longer period of time, and elicits a functional

response (Figure 1). An important implication and prediction

from this model is that the vast majority of molecules of any given

TF at any time are bound to chromatin, albeit at nontarget sites.

This prediction is confirmed by analysis of FRAP studies demon-

strating that for most TFs large fractions of molecules are chro-

matin bound (Phair et al., 2004). Furthermore, single-molecule

observations on the lac-repressor in living bacteria indicate

that a single lac repressor molecule spends most of its time

bound to chromatin although not associated with its specific

target site (Elf et al., 2007).

An interesting corollary from a 3D scanning motion of chro-

matin proteins comes from considering what such random inter-

actions with the chromatin fiber mean functionally for different

classes of chromatin proteins. While it seems safe to assume

that interactions of TFs with nonspecific sites will not have any

functional consequences since other factors required to elicit

a transcriptional response are absent, it is less clear that

nonspecific interactions of others, such as chromatin modelers

or histone-modifying enzymes, do not lead to a functional

response. For example, it is possible that a chromatin-remodel-

ing complex remodels the chromatin fiber with which it collides

nonspecifically as part of its random walk through the nucleus

and, in this way, contributes to the global dynamic nature of

higher-order chromatin structure.

But is 3D scanning by hopping sufficient to account for the

required efficiency of TF targeting to a specific site? Simple
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back-of-the-envelope calculations indicate that assuming

50,000 copies of a TF, a molecule will hit a promoter of a partic-

ular gene roughly every second. For a factor present in 10,000

copies this frequency is roughly every 10 s, clearly generating

enough interactions to establish and maintain transcriptional

control at a physiologically relevant scale. Similarly, estimates

based on experimental measurements indicate a flux of RNA

pol I components at the promoter of its endogenous target genes

on the order of several thousand molecules per second (Dundr

et al., 2002).

Additional mechanisms for bringing TF to specific sites are

probably also at work. Particularly, it seems likely that the global

3D hopping is complemented by local scanning of the DNA (Gor-

man and Greene, 2008) (Figure 1). In line with this idea is the

long-standing observation that in vitro the lac repressor and

several restriction endonucleases find their target sequence

�1000-fold faster than expected based on simple diffusion, sug-

gesting the existence of mechanisms for facilitated local target

searches (Halford and Marko, 2004). In vitro experiments mostly

on restriction endonucleases and DNA-repair enzymes indeed

have confirmed the ability of some proteins to undergo one-

dimensional diffusion along the DNA fiber (Gowers et al., 2005;

Gorman and Greene, 2008). It is thus possible that once a TF

associates with the chromatin fiber, it can go into a local search

mode in which it scans the fiber in its immediate vicinity. Using

estimates for one-dimensional diffusion coefficients from

in vitro studies and estimates of dwell times on the order of

a few seconds derived from photobleaching experiments, a TF

is in theory able to search several hundred basepairs before

dissociating again (Halford and Marko, 2004; Gorman and

Greene, 2008) (Figure 1). The local search may occur via one-

dimensional sliding of the TF along the chromatin fiber, although

this might be complicated by the complex higher-order folding of

the chromatin fiber and the sterical obstacles generated by the

presence of a large number of architectural chromatin proteins

Figure 2. Transcription Factor/Template Interactions
during Chromatin Remodeling
(A) Local nucleosome reorganization, giving rise to enhanced tran-
scription factor access, is commonly discussed in terms of altered
static states. Evidence has been advanced to support several
specific mechanisms, including sliding to a new position, octamer
displacement, modified octamer structure, and partial octamer
dissociation. These modified nucleosome states would in turn
accommodate factor binding events not compatible with the unal-
tered state.
(B) A dynamic view of local transitions suggests that remodeling is
a continuous process. Remodeling complexes are targeted to
specific nucleosomes by a given transcription factor. However,
both the remodeling process itself and commensurate binding
of a factor are transient events. Constant repetition of this cycle
produces a shift in the equilibrium distribution of both the tran-
scription factor and nucleosome components.

that cover the chromatin fiber. It is also possible that

a TF might undergo local hopping, directed, motor-

driven motion or handover between chromatin seg-

ments to explore its immediate neighborhood (Halford

and Marko, 2004; Gorman and Greene, 2008). While

an attractive idea it needs to be pointed out that at

present there is no experimental data to demonstrate such local

motion in vivo.

Where Transcription Factors Bind in the Genome
Essentially, all DNA in eukaryotic cells is organized in nucleo-

somal arrays. This repetitive chromatin fiber is organized in turn

into complex higher-order structures that serve to compact the

large amount of DNA. As transcription factors traverse the

nuclear space, they interact repeatedly with DNA in the chromatin

context. As nucleosome octamers sequester much of the DNA

from ready access, reorganization of these structures must

accompany productive interactions with regulatory elements.

Early studies (Wu et al., 1979) demonstrated that many of the

specific sites where transcription factors bind have local chro-

matin structures that are selectively sensitive to nucleolytic

agents, particularly DNase I and micrococcal nuclease. These

sites, commonly referred to as DNaseI hypersensitive sites

(DHS), represent regions with disrupted nucleosome structures.

Recent global studies have mapped a large number of DHS sites

throughout eukaryotic genomes (Hesselberth et al., 2009;

ENCODE Project Consortium et al., 2007; Boyle et al., 2008),

and it is now estimated that approximately 2% of the mammalian

genome is found in these localized structures.

Recent studies also indicate that a large fraction of transcrip-

tion regulatory elements is associated with these DHS sites

(John et al., 2008). Thus, the interaction of site-specific DNA-

binding proteins with chromatin is almost universally associated

with chromatin remodeling. Until recently, these disrupted

regions have been viewed as static states. ‘‘Sliding’’ of nucleo-

somes to alternate positions (Becker, 2002), or disruption and

displacement of core structures (Mellor, 2005; Aoyagi et al.,

2002), has been considered as a transition between two rela-

tively stable states. In contrast to this view, several recent stud-

ies have indicated that the remodeling of nucleosome structures

at DHS sites is a continuous and dynamic process (Figure 2).
Molecular Cell 35, September 25, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 743
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Fletcher et al. (2002) described the surprising eviction of the

glucocorticoid receptor (GR) from an array of positioned nucleo-

somes in vitro, and hypothesized that GR directed remodeling

was a continuous, ongoing process. Subsequent studies using

UV laser crosslinking (Nagaich et al., 2004), which provide very

high temporal resolution, supported this hypothesis, and indi-

cated that remodeling was a continuous, dynamic process. In

studies on the well-described yeast Pho5 locus, Kornberg and

colleagues also concluded that nucleosome transitions in vivo

represent rapid switching between multiple intermediate states

(Boeger et al., 2008). In this view, local transitions detected

with static techniques that utilize fixed or broken cell prepara-

tions in fact represent alterations in the equilibrium distribution

of dynamic states, not switching between static positions, or

static compositions (Figure 2). Two general points emerge from

this work. First, transcription factors in general appear to require

local reorganization of nucleosomal structures for productive

template interactions. Second, the disruption of nucleosome

structures is a dynamic, continuous process.

Nucleosome remodeling may be directly linked to the dynamic

exchange of many TFs from their chromatin template. An analysis

of multiple ligand effects on in vivo mobility of the progesterone

receptor (PR) revealed a dramatic parallel between effects on

chromatin remodeling in vitro and receptor/template exchange

in vivo (Rayasam et al., 2005). Receptor/ligand complexes that

are incapable of supporting remodeling were observed to move

rapidly in vivo, whereas complexes that induce efficient nucleo-

some remodeling were found to have a slower exchange rate.

These findings were argued to support a model wherein the

receptor is transiently retarded during a productive remodeling

event at a regulatory uncomplicated DHS site, whereas receptors

nonfunctional for remodeling fail to interact productively and thus

escape the retardation process.

Another general feature of regulatory transcription-factor

binding sites concerns their general distribution throughout the

genome. We now realize that a large majority of response

elements are located at considerable distances from target

promoters. For example, more than 90% of estrogen receptor

binding sites are found at positions greater than 5 kb from any

promoter (Carroll et al., 2005). A number of emerging studies

show that interacting elements for many transcription factors

can be observed at distances of 200 kb or greater (Hakim

et al., 2009; Gondor et al., 2008; Simonis et al., 2006; Horike

et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005; Tolhuis et al., 2002; Vakoc et al.,

2005). Thus, long-range interactions between regulatory sites

and promoters seem to be a common mechanism in eukaryotes.

Given the rapid interactions of factors with chromatin in living

cells, one is left with a conundrum. How can interactions at

such great distance be established and maintained if key regula-

tory proteins exchange rapidly with the template? Several ad hoc

mechanisms can be proposed. Anchoring proteins, such as

CTCF, which is frequently found at domain boundaries (Splinter

et al., 2006; Wendt et al., 2008), or cohesins (Parelho et al., 2008),

may provide stability for long-range interactions. Alternatively,

other architectural elements may exist to maintain interacting

elements in local proximity. The concept of a ‘‘transcription

factory’’ (Cook, 1999) suggests a local domain with essential

components of the transcription apparatus tethered at subnu-
744 Molecular Cell 35, September 25, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
clear sites. These structures could form aggregation sites for

elevated concentrations of transcription factors, and factor-

template interactions in these zones could be highly transient,

as observed in FRAP studies. Indeed, the work of Fraser and

colleagues (Osborne et al., 2004) supports the dynamic nature

of these structures.

Dynamics of Transcription Factor Binding
Once a TF finds an accessible promoter, how stably does it bind

there? Decades of in vitro measurements had led to the dogma

that TF interactions with their promoter targets are stable, per-

sisting on a time-scale of hours—for example, an estimated

108 min half-life on DNA for the glucocorticoid receptor (Perl-

mann et al., 1990). Thus, it was a surprise to find that the binding

of a sequence-specific TF, the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), to

a tandem gene array containing a GR-specific promoter was

highly transient when analyzed by FRAP (McNally et al., 2000).

This initial finding has been confirmed and extended by similar

studies of several other sequence-specific TFs on the same or

other tandem arrays, including binding of the progesterone

receptor to the MMTV array (Rayasam et al., 2005), binding of

NF-kB to an array of its cognate binding sites (Bosisio et al.,

2006) and of estrogen receptor on a small prolactin array (Sharp

et al., 2006). However, there was concern that because these

arrays were artificial, normal sequence-specific TF binding might

be compromised. Recently transient interactions have been

confirmed on an entirely endogenous promoter of the CUP1

gene that is part of a very small natural gene array (Karpova

et al., 2008). Since at least 80% of the genes in this natural array

produce transcripts, this system has also countered the argu-

ment applied to other tandem arrays that only a small fraction

of promoters might be active, and therefore stable binding at

these minority promoters was obscured by the transient binding

at the majority of other inactive promoters in the array. Similarly,

in mammalian cells, several RNA pol I components dynamically

exchange at the endogenous rDNA genes (Dundr et al., 2002).

Based on the current body of data, it now seems clear that

many sequence-specific TFs transiently bind at transcriptionally

active promoters.

How transient is this binding? Quantitative FRAP analysis has

generated in vivo estimates of TF residence times on chromatin

that range from a few milliseconds to �100 s (Sprague et al.,

2004; Farla et al., 2004; Phair et al., 2004; Hinow et al., 2006).

Recent work, however, has demonstrated that these estimates

can change by several orders of magnitude depending on details

in the FRAP model (Mueller et al., 2008). An underlying difficulty

is that residence times are not always proportional to the FRAP

recovery time. For example, a molecule that undergoes 100

binding events as it moves from the bleach spot periphery to

its center will have a recovery time that is roughly 1003 longer

than its residence time. Thus, residence times can only be ob-

tained with an accurate mathematical model for FRAP, and the

development of such models is still an area of active research.

In sum, TF residence times on chromatin must be less than or

equal to the total FRAP recovery time (typically 30–120 s for

TFs), although they may well be much shorter than this.

Transient binding at promoter target sites is not limited to

sequence-specific TFs, but is also observed for other
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promoter-associated factors. These include the glucocorticoid

coactivator GRIP1 and the two chromatin-remodeling factors,

Brahma (BRM) and Brahma related gene 1 (BRG1), all of which

show rapid exchange on the MMTV tandem array (Becker

et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 2008). Interestingly, GRIP-1 shows

the same kinetics as GR, suggesting that the two molecules

could be part of the same complex. In contrast, the two chro-

matin remodelers exchange somewhat more slowly than GR,

suggesting that their kinetics are only partially coupled to those

of GR (Johnson et al., 2008).

In addition to the analysis of binding dynamics of sequence-

specific TFs at gene arrays, there is a larger body of data on

sequence-specific TF binding at random locations within

the nucleus. It is generally agreed that these FRAPs contain

information on nonspecific site binding, but it is more difficult

to ascertain whether these data also contain information about

specific-site promoter binding (Sprague et al., 2004; Phair

et al., 2004; Hinow et al., 2006; Farla et al., 2004). The interpreta-

tion of these data hinges on whether there are a sufficient

number of promoter-specific interactions at any randomly

selected area within the nucleus in which the photobleaching

experiment is carried out. If the promoter-specific interactions

account for only a few percent of the interactions, then it is not

surprising that recovery kinetics are rapid, as the vast majority

of interactions detected are nonspecific and presumably

reflect the search process for specific target sites. If, however,

promoter-specific interactions account for more than a few

percent of the interactions, then they will contribute measurably

to the FRAP, implying that many promoter target sites exhibit

rapid TF exchange.

While it appears that the majority of TFs analyzed so far

interact highly transiently with their chromatin target sites, it is

likely that some sequence-specific TFs bind stably to chromatin.

Taking advantage of the high concentration of gene target sites

in Drosophila polytene chromosome, Lis and coworkers showed

that the transcriptional activator HSF is rather stably bound at

the hsp70 gene after induction by heat shock (Yao et al.,

2006). The possibility of stable binding of some TFs is also

implied by competition chromatin-immunoprecipitation experi-

ments on Gal4 in yeast (Nalley et al., 2006) and hypoxia-induc-

ible-factor 1 in human cells (Yu and Kodadek, 2007). It will be

interesting to perform competition ChIP and FRAP on the same

promoter to ensure that these two approaches yield compatible

results. An interesting possibility is that the exchange dynamics

of a given factor may differ in various cell types or tissues, thus

contributing to gene regulation.

The extensive evidence for transient interactions of site-

specific TFs with chromatin has raised the question of why this

has not been readily detected in vitro. The reason may be that

the in vitro measurements are typically made under nonphysio-

logical conditions, particularly in the absence of various ATP-

dependent regulatory factors, such as chromatin remodelers,

chaperones, and proteasomes that all appear to regulate TF resi-

dence times in vivo. In support of a role for chromatin remodelers

in determining residence times, FRAP experiments show that the

chromatin remodeler Rsc2 is required for mobilizing the yeast

transcription factor Ace1 (Karpova et al., 2004). This likely

reflects a specific and direct effect as Rsc2 and Ace1 interact
directly as detected by fluorescence resonance energy transfer

(FRET) (Karpova et al., 2008), and other remodelers have no

effect on Ace1 FRAPs (Karpova et al., 2004). These in vivo

observations are also supported by in vitro experiments

demonstrating that eviction of GR from promoter templates is

promoted by human Swi/Snf (Fletcher et al., 2002; Nagaich

et al., 2004).

Chaperones also play key roles in regulating TF binding

dynamics. The chaperone hsp90 is found at the MMTV array,

and inhibitor studies suggest it may stabilize GR binding to the

MMTV promoter (Stavreva et al., 2004). In contrast, addition of

seven chaperones to permeabilized and extracted cells restores

mobility to �75% of GR molecules, which are otherwise 100%

immobilized after the permeabilization and extraction procedure

(Elbi et al., 2004). Consistent with these observations, the chap-

erone p23 has also been found at promoters and shown to

destabilize steroid receptor binding there (Freeman and Yama-

moto, 2002).

The proteasome also appears to regulate dynamic exchange

of TF’s with chromatin by disassembly of TF complexes at pro-

moters. Inhibition of the proteasome leads to a 5%–10% immo-

bile fraction of GR at the MMTV array (Stavreva et al., 2004).

A site-directed mutant of NF-kB that has severely impairs pro-

teasomal degradation leads to a 20% immobile fraction at the

tandem array of NF-kB sites (Bosisio et al., 2006). One possible

mechanism for these observations has been recently uncovered

in yeast, where the 19S regulatory particle of the proteasome has

been shown to destabilize interactions of the TF Gal4 with its

promoter (Ferdous et al., 2007). This destabilizing activity can

be inhibited by monoubiquitylation of Gal4.

Dynamics of Transcription Machinery Assembly
Paralleling the studies of TF dynamics is a body of work that

demonstrates that many of the other components of the tran-

scription complex also exhibit dynamic interactions with their

promoter templates. The majority of these studies have focused

on the dynamics of the polymerase complex. As with TFs,

studies of the polymerase fall into two categories: those done

at specific tandem array sites, and those done at random loca-

tions within the nucleus. The interpretation of the second type

of polymerase FRAPs is simpler than for transcription factors,

because there are many transcriptionally active sites in a typical

nucleus, and so FRAP at a random location is likely to contain

a sizable fraction of polymerase molecules that are associated

with genes. A complication here, however, is that a reasonable

fraction of these pol II molecules may be paused, as suggested

by ChIP-seq and global nuclear run on assays (Core et al., 2008;

Core and Lis, 2008).

FRAP of RNA pol II has led to a range of estimates for the

elongation rate of the polymerase from 0.4 kb/min to 4.3 kb/

min (Kimura et al., 2002; Boireau et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2007;

Darzacq et al., 2007), while the estimate for RNA pol I is some-

what higher at 5.7 kb/min (Dundr et al., 2002), consistent with

the very active transcription of ribosomal genes. Many of these

estimates measure RNA pol II residence time on the gene rather

than just the elongation time. Different authors have proposed

that this measured residence time may incorporate not only

elongation, but also other events including initiation (Kimura
Molecular Cell 35, September 25, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 745
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et al., 2002; Boireau et al., 2007), recycling (Boireau et al., 2007;

Yao et al., 2007), or pausing (Darzacq et al., 2007) of the poly-

merase. A prolonged initiation phase could arise if the poly-

merase complex is subject to a number of failed assemblies

before it finally commits to elongation (Kimura et al., 2002;

Dundr et al., 2002). Alternatively, if the same polymerase is

recycled to start another transcript, then the apparent residence

time measured by FRAP will either be somewhat longer if a

few recycling events occur (Boireau et al., 2007), or markedly

longer if multiple recycling events occur (Yao et al., 2007).

Pausing of the polymerase during elongation would also lead

to longer residence times. Singer and colleagues have per-

formed a direct analysis of this by fitting FRAP data for both

pol II and an MS-2 tagged mRNA from the same gene array

with a model for elongation and pausing (Darzacq et al., 2007).

They conclude that in their system the actual rate of elongation

is 4.3 kb/min, with pausing producing an apparent elongation

rate of 0.4 kb/min.

Two studies have examined not only the largest subunit of the

polymerase, but also subunits of the preinitiation complex and

investigated how the transcription machinery assembles in vivo

(Dundr et al., 2002; Sprouse et al., 2008). In one study, com-

ponents of the yeast preinitiation complex were analyzed,

including TBP, TFIIB, and TAF1 along with the RNA pol II subunit

(Rpb1) (Sprouse et al., 2008). In the other study, components of

the mammalian RNA pol I complex were analyzed, including

upstream binding factors, assembly factors, and initiation

factors along with four RNA pol I subunits (Dundr et al., 2002).

In both of these studies, the FRAP curves for the different

components exhibited different recovery rates. This suggests

that the polymerase is not preassembled, since otherwise

components that are part of the same complex should have

generated identical FRAP curves. This implies that different

components of the transcription complex arrive at the promoter

at different times and only occasionally form a full-fledged

complex. This conclusion is also supported by a quantitative

analyses of the FRAP data for the RNA pol I subunits, which pre-

dicted that the probability of different components being incor-

porated into an elongating RNA pol I complex ranged from

only 1%–11% (Dundr et al., 2002). Also consistent with this

picture are other quantitative analyses of the RNA pol II large

subunit FRAP data, which have been interpreted to reflect ineffi-

cient assembly of the RNA pol II complex (Kimura et al., 2002;

Darzacq et al., 2007). Indeed, quantitative kinetic modeling of

the RNA pol II FRAP data yields the estimate that only 1 in 90

polymerases proceeds to elongation (Darzacq et al., 2007).

Thus, the current in vivo data support a model in which poly-

merase and transcription complex assembly occurs by random

collision of subunits at the promoter, and is therefore intrinsically

inefficient.

In sum, the current view of polymerase complex assembly is

that the components assemble stochastically, and that resi-

dence times of individual components are regulated to modulate

the likelihood of complete assembly (Figure 3). However, it is not

known whether a complete transcription complex or even

a complete polymerase complex in fact assembles at these

promoters. It is possible instead that a progressive series of tran-

sient subcomplexes form and disintegrate.
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Transcription Dynamics in Gene Regulation
There is no doubt that the recruitment and assembly of the tran-

scription machinery to a promoter are highly dynamic events.

Figure 3. Transcription Complex Assembly
(A) Two subcomplexes (blue and red) exhibit dynamic exchange at a promoter
template (black line). Assembly of the full complex occurs via random colli-
sions with the template, leading sometimes to nonproductive interactions
and occasionally to productive interactions (the simultaneous presence of
both subcomplexes).
(B) Regulation of dynamic exchange rates can facilitate or inhibit complex
formation. Here, binding of the red subcomplex is stabilized by the bracket-
shaped molecule (green), leading to a longer dwell time on the promoter
template, thereby facilitating assembly of the complex. Alternatively, destabi-
lization of factor binding could also occur, inhibiting assembly (not shown).
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Increasing evidence suggests that TF dynamics are not just an

intrinsic property of the transcription machinery but that mod-

ulation of the dynamic interactions of TFs acts as a physiologi-

cally relevant regulatory mechanism in gene expression. Correl-

ative observations have linked slower exchange dynamics of the

glucocorticoid receptor at a specific promoter with more mRNA

synthesis from that promoter (Stavreva et al., 2004), and there is

evidence that the association dynamics of TFs are regulated

themselves. In yeast, the transient binding of TBP becomes

more stable in the absence of the Mot1 Snf2/Swi2 ATPase

(Sprouse et al., 2008), consistent with in vitro data showing

that the ATPase activity of Mot1 is required for the dissociation

of the TBP-DNA complex (Auble et al., 1997). Similarly, the tran-

sient interactions of RNA pol I subunits in mammalian cells are

regulated by phosphorylation of the transcription initiation factor

TIF-1A and a dominant negative form of TIF-1A causes a 2–33

decrease in promoter residence times of RNA pol I core subunits

(Gorski et al., 2008).

It is commonly assumed that most transcriptional control

works through regulating initiation (Juven-Gershon et al., 2008).

The rate-limiting step in control of initiation is likely the rate of

preinitiation complex (PIC) assembly, which is affected by

several factors. The ability of PIC components to bind at the

promoter is determined by chromatin-remodeling events, which

control the accessibility of TFs to their target sites. As binding

sites becomes more easily available the probability of occu-

pancy of a given promoter site by a PIC component increases

and steady-state measurements of TF occupancy at promoters

of many genes clearly demonstrate increased association of TFs

under conditions of heightened gene activity. In vivo analysis of

the RNA pol I machinery have extended these studies and

demonstrate that the higher occupancy at the promoter is not

merely due to facilitated TF binding, but also due to a prolonged

residence time of polymerase components on the promoter

(Gorski et al., 2008). During S phase when rDNA transcription

roughly doubles compared to G1, the dwell time of several

RNA pol I assembly factors increased by the same amount (Gor-

ski et al., 2008). The functional importance of the slowing down in

the exchange dynamics of the RNA pol I components is that they

now provide a more stable PIC intermediate to which additional

downstream factors can bind. The increased stability of each

intermediate increases the probability of assembly of a complete,

elongation-competent RNA polymerase, thus ultimately leading

to increased transcriptional output (Gorski et al., 2008).

In addition to control of TF recruitment and occupancy, recent

observations have highlighted the contribution of RNA poly-

merase pausing as a key regulatory event. The classic example

of RNA pol pausing are the heat shock genes in Drosophila

where RNA pol II accumulates in the promoter region of unin-

duced genes after synthesis of 20–50 nucleotides (Core et al.,

2008). Upon heat shock activation, the paused polymerases

are rapidly released into elongation to mediate a rapid transcrip-

tional response. In vivo live-cell experiments have recently

revealed that the heat shock transcription factor (HSF) rapidly

turns over under non-heat-shock conditions, but becomes

stably bound to the promoter after heat shock when it is engaged

(Yao et al., 2006). As in the case for RNA pol I assembly, the pro-

longed dwell time of HSF on chromatin likely favors efficient
formation of an elongation competent polymerase and thus

promotes transcription of the target gene. Interestingly, these

studies revealed differences in polymerase dynamics in early

and late stages of the heat shock response (Yao et al., 2007).

Within the first 5–10 min, polymerase was rapidly recruited

from the nucleoplasm to the active heat shock gene; however,

at time points beyond 20 min, polymerase recruitment from the

nucleoplasm ceased, although transcription did not, suggesting

that the polymerases were locally recycled after completion of

a round of transcription, possibly by association with a local

polymerase recycling compartment (Yao et al., 2007). Interest-

ingly, the existence of a similar, ‘‘transcription-staging compart-

ment’’ is indicated by kinetic modeling of RNA pol I dynamics

(Dundr et al., 2002). The biphasic recruitment behavior of RNA

pol II does not appear to be limited to heat shock genes but

was also observed to varying degrees for other fly genes (Yao

et al., 2007).

Beyond Drosophila heat shock genes, polymerase pausing is

rapidly emerging as a more general transcriptional regulatory

mechanism. Genome-wide mapping studies in flies and human

have revealed the surprising presence of PICs on up to 5% of

genes that are either inactive or active at very low levels (Kim

et al., 2005; Guenther et al., 2007), suggesting that these poly-

merases have very long dwell times and are poised, awaiting

appropriate signals to rapidly kick start elongation. Consistent

with such a regulatory role, many of the genes containing paused

polymerases are responsive to stimuli (Muse et al., 2007; Core

and Lis, 2008). Prominent examples include the immediate early

response genes c-myc, c-fos, and junB, components of cellular

signaling pathways, and many genes required at precise times

during development (Muse et al., 2007; Zeitlinger et al., 2007).

Dynamic Oscillations in Transcription
Transcriptional activation and repression processes are com-

monly treated as uncomplicated up or downregulation events.

In fact, the real-time kinetics of transcriptional readout after

a stimulus is frequently quite complex, often resulting in oscilla-

tory responses (Figure 4). One can discriminate four distinct

classes of dynamic oscillations.

The first type of response results from subcellular sequestra-

tion of a key transcription factor. For example, members of the

NF-kB complex are sequestered in the cytoplasm by the IkB

inhibitor protein family. Phosphorylation of the IkB-a inhibitor

proteins leads to their degradation and release of NF-kB for

nuclear translocation. Single-cell analysis shows that the nega-

tive feedback through IkB-a does not terminate signaling, but

rather promotes cyclic accumulation and loss of NF-kB in the

nucleus (Nelson et al., 2004), and produces in turn oscillatory

transcriptional output of target genes (Bosisio et al., 2006;

Sung et al., 2009). These experiments have been controversial

due to failure to reproduce the phenomenon with biochemical

assays (Hoffmann et al., 2002; Kearns et al., 2006). However,

modeling studies (Sung and Simon, 2004) indicate that these

oscillations can persist over several cycles in individual cells,

and recent experimental findings support this suggestion (Sung

et al., 2009). When NF-kB cytoplasmic/nuclear distributions are

examined at the single-cell level, the cycles rapidly drift out of

phase from cell to cell, producing an average over the cell
Molecular Cell 35, September 25, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 747
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Figure 4. Integrated View of Transcription Factor Dynamics
(A) Most factors that have been studied in living cells exchange rapidly, on a time scale of seconds, with their recognition elements in chromatin (‘‘hit-and-run’’).
The frequency and transient duration of these binding events can also fluctuate on a longer time scale, by a variety of mechanisms.
(B) Depicted here are a set of ten abstracted alleles with one binding element. After a transcriptional stimulus, the number of interaction events increases. If this
element is sampled across the population by a methodology such as ChIP, more of the events will be captured in a given time. If secondary mechanisms are
triggered that decrease the interaction frequency, the ChIP signal will decrease, and an oscillatory process may ensue. However, if real-time residence times
could be examined at a specific allele (green circle), one would observe rapid exchange.
population that appears noncycling. In this case, cycling is

masked by sampling over large populations, illustrating the

importance of single-cell analysis.

A second type of cycling behavior appears to be encoded

directly in promoters and their regulatory elements (Figure 4).

Binding of the estrogen receptor (ER) to regulatory sites has

been shown to fluctuate dramatically, with a period of approxi-

mately 40 min. (Reid et al., 2003; Shang et al., 2000). These

cycles have been linked, at least partially, to altered patterns of

chromatin modification (Metivier et al., 2003), suggesting that

modification of the target response elements can feed back on

the binding activity of the initiating transcription factor. The

protocols utilized initially to demonstrate ER cycling (Reid

et al., 2003) involved experimental variables such as serum star-

vation, growth in the absence of hormone, and treatment with

a-amanitin that raise some concern about the relevance of these

observations to the normal ER function. Nevertheless, significant

interest remains in cycling behavior of the nuclear receptor

family. Karpova et al. also described a strong cycling behavior

for the cup1 locus in yeast (Karpova et al., 2008). The Ace I tran-

scription factor exchanges rapidly with regulatory elements (on

a time scale of seconds), while the integrated concentration of

complexes interacting at these elements fluctuates with a cycle

time of 45 min.

Transcriptional activity of GR-regulated promoters has also

been shown to vary dramatically after ligand stimulation (Becker
748 Molecular Cell 35, September 25, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
et al., 2002). Highly complex patterns of expression are observed

for this signaling system on longer time scales. In a genome-wide

study of approximately 1000 GR regulated promoters, John et al.

reported six general classes of kinetic response, including tran-

sient induction and transient repression (John et al., 2009). The

GR system, however, appears to be limited to one cycle. Target

promoter activity levels can transition through one maximum,

or one minimum, but then remain at a constant level in the

continuing presence of ligand. For each of these systems, the

basic mechanism of oscillation appears to derive from complex

interactions between multiple activating regulatory proteins, and

between these protein complexes and the chromatin template.

In some cases (ER [Shang et al., 2000]; AR [Kang et al., 2002];

VDR [Vaisanen et al., 2005]; TR [Liu et al., 2006; Sharma and

Fondell, 2002]), these events can be reversed and thus lead to

multiple cycles. In other cases (GR), the molecular actions are

not reversed unless hormone is withdrawn and oscillation is

thus limited to one cycle (Becker et al., 2002; Qiu et al., 2006).

A third general class of oscillatory transcriptional output

derives from fluctuating action by the stimulating effector. An

example of this behavior is the cyclic activity of many genes in

yeast in response to the reductive environment of the cell

(Dioum et al., 2002). NPAS2 is a transcription factor that bind-

s DNA as a dimeric partner of BMAL1 and is implicated in the

regulation of circadian rhythm. For this factor, the PAS domains

bind heme, and heme status controls DNA binding in vitro.
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NPAS2-BMAL1 heterodimers bind DNA strongly when reducing

conditions in the cell favor the reduced form of nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide phosphate. Thus, in this case, NPAS2-

BMAL1 target genes are regulated by a heme-based sensor.

Peptide hormones such as PTH (parathyroid hormone), GnRH

(gonadotropin-releasing hormone), and LH (luteinizing hormone)

have been known for many years (Belchetz et al., 1978) to cycle

in humoral concentration. These cycles result from highly

complex endocrine processes that release hormone in pulses

from secretory organs. Presumably, many gene targets for these

effectors are in turn subject to oscillatory expression. An inter-

esting example of this pulsed release of effector is corticosteroid

secretion from the adrenal gland. Release of the steroid is

strongly pulsed (Young et al., 2004). This ‘‘ultradian’’ form of

hormone release has now been shown to affect a corresponding

oscillatory transcriptional response in target cells and tissues

(Stavreva et al., 2009). It seems likely that this pulsed action of

corticosteroids is necessary for the biologically correct hormone

response.

Lastly, a complex form of noncontinuous transcriptional rate

variously referred to as ‘‘bursting’’ or ‘‘pulsing,’’ has been

described in several systems, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic

(Blake et al., 2003; Raj et al., 2006; Scott et al., 2007). This pro-

cess involves the generation of highly clustered pulses of tran-

scriptional output. A significant component of this phenomenon

results from statistical fluctuations associated with the small

template number in cells, a phenomenon often referred to as

genetic ‘‘noise’’ (Bird, 1995; Blake et al., 2003). One view of

this phenomenon is that the local chromatin status of a promoter

can trend between structures favorable or unfavorable to rapid

initiation rates, giving rise to transient pulses of expression in

individual cells (Kaern et al., 2005). Singer and colleagues (Zen-

klusen et al., 2008) have suggested that bursting results from

coordinated periods of local chromatin opening, while random,

stochastic opening produces a more continuous expression.

In some cases, it appears that activity fluctuations can

become entrained. That is, oscillating activity states can become

partially synchronized for genes with common functionality. Ello-

witz and colleagues (Cai et al., 2008) describe a form of pulsing in

yeast driven by rapid nuclear localization of Crz1, a calcineurin

responsive transcription factor. The average nuclear residence

time is only 2 min, giving rise to expression bursts for down-

stream genes. They observed that the frequency of nuclear

localization bursts, rather than the duration, was regulated by

Ca2+ concentration. Their analysis concludes that this frequency

modulation can lead to coordinate expression levels for target

genes by regulating the fraction of time a promoter is active.

This mechanism thus serves to minimize stochastic drift away

from optimal expression patterns in the population at large.

The process of transcriptional cycling clearly derives from

multiple mechanisms. The phenomenon is widespread and

appears to have evolved to effect specific biological programs.

In the case of many peptides hormones, pulsatile ligand

release is necessary for the appropriate response in the animal.

Gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) is released episodi-

cally, approximately every 90 min (Belchetz et al., 1978). Pulsed

release is necessary to maintain gonadotropin release, and

thus fertility, in both the male and female primate, including
humans. In contrast, continuous administration of GnRH results

in hypogonadism. As an increasing number of genetic systems

are examined for kinetically complex patterns of expression,

a common theme is emerging (Voss et al., 2009; Kaern et al.,

2005). Biologically relevant transcriptional programs cannot

be produced through continuous transcriptional stimulation

but seem to require intermittent activation on a variety of time

scales.

A final point should be emphasized. There is a considerable

confusion in the literature regarding ‘‘cycles’’ of transcription

rate and ‘‘exchange’’ of factors with binding sites in vivo. It is

important to discriminate between these fundamentally distinct

processes. The characterization of a transcription factor binding

event by any process that involves cell breakage, limitation of

ATP, or covalent crosslinking, including ChIP and the various

footprinting protocols, will produce data on the ‘‘equilibrium

distribution’’ of the factor under study at the time the procedure

is effected, but not on its intrinsic dynamics (Figure 4). These

approaches do not address the actual kinetic on and off rates

that produce a given equilibrium state. In most cases where

the actual kinetics have been studied in living cells, exchange

rates for transcription factors are rapid. Thus, an accurate

description of mechanisms involved in the function of chro-

matin-interacting complexes must include an understanding of

the real-time kinetics for the molecules under consideration in

living cells.

Physiological Relevance of Transcription Dynamics
The dynamic behavior of the transcription machinery is not

merely a default property but serves important physiological

roles. A prime example comes from observations in embryonic

stem cells (ESCs), which are defined by their potential to differ-

entiate into any tissue by activation of lineage-specific gene-

expression programs, implying high levels of transcriptional

plasticity in ES cells. The genome of pluripotent ESCs is charac-

terized by several distinct chromatin properties closely related

to TF and chromatin protein dynamics (Efroni et al., 2008; Bern-

stein et al., 2006; Azuara et al., 2006; Hajkova et al., 2008).

Morphologically, ESCs are largely devoid of condensed hetero-

chromatin regions, and the vast majority of the genome appears

to be in a decondensed euchromatic state and is globally more

accessible to digestion by DNase (Efroni et al., 2008). Further-

more, ESC genomes are globally enriched in histone marks,

indicative of active genome regions including H3K4me3 and

HeK36me3, and are at the same time depleted of epigenetic

modifications typically associated with repressed genome

regions such as H3K9me3 and DNA methylation (Efroni et al.,

2008). In line with a global abundance of hallmarks of actively

transcribing chromatin regions in ESCs, normally repressed

genome regions such as satellite repeats and transposons

are robustly expressed, and many tissue-specific genes are

stochastically expressed at low levels in pluripotent ESC (Efroni

et al., 2008; Araki et al., 2006). It is attractive to speculate that this

transcription pattern in ESC creates a favorable transcriptional

ground state from which ESCs can differentiate along any

lineage pathway (Ying et al., 2008).

The transcriptional activity in ESC appears to be linked to the

dynamic binding behavior of chromatin proteins. Strikingly, the
Molecular Cell 35, September 25, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 749
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dwell time of most architectural chromatin proteins, including

linker and core histones, on their target sites is significantly

shorter in ESC compared to differentiated cells derived from

them (Efroni et al., 2008), indicating a more dynamic association/

dissociation equilibrium in the pluripotent state. The dynamic

exchange of these proteins appears to be functionally important,

since experimental interference such as introduction of a perma-

nently binding, static linker histone H1 blocks ESC differentiation

(Meshorer et al., 2006). A likely model for how global transcrip-

tional activity in ESC is achieved and maintained is that the

high dynamic turnover of architectural chromatin proteins main-

tains chromatin in an open, accessible state, thus allowing

ready access of the transcriptional machinery to promoter

regions. In support, depletion of chromatin remodelers such as

Brg1 or Chd1 leads to proliferation, differentiation, and pluripo-

tency defects of ES cells (Efroni et al., 2008; Gaspar-Maia

et al., 2009). As a consequence, in addition to housekeeping

genes and ESC-specific genes, PICs also form at low frequency

on repressed genes, and occasionally even transcribe them.

A prediction from this model is that PICs should be found at

repressed genes in ESC. This is indeed the case as demon-

strated by genome-wide ChIP analysis (Guenther et al., 2007;

Muse et al., 2007). It is not clear at present whether the increased

dynamic association of chromatin proteins in ESC is a driving

force in bringing about transcription in ESCs or whether it is

a secondary consequence—for example, of the observed ele-

vated levels of chromatin-remodeling factors that might serve

to maintain the ES genome in a globally open configuration,

thus facilitating highly dynamic exchange of chromatin proteins

and increased accessibility of PIC to target genes.

Conclusions
Transcription is a highly dynamic process, yet we do not fully

understand the role and implications of the dynamic properties

of the transcription machinery. Further understanding of tran-

scription dynamics will be driven by future technological

advances. These will come in several areas ranging from classic

in vitro reconstitutions to live-cell imaging. While a handful of

studies have already employed more sophisticated in vitro

reconstitutions that incorporate some of the complexities found

in the live-cell milieu, future work will expand and extend these

efforts to create increasingly more complex and realistic

in vitro assays. Live-cell imaging approaches will also benefit

from a number of improvements already under development.

Single-molecule techniques that will allow us to follow individual

molecules at individual promoters will eliminate the averaging

necessary in current in vivo assays. Improved mathematical

analysis of FRAP data will not only provide more accurate esti-

mates of molecular dwell times at promoters, but also refine

our models of molecular assembly. Other techniques such as

fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy will prove invalu-

able for simultaneous analysis of multiple components, as we

attempt to dissect the molecular assembly process in vivo.

Finally, crossover techniques that enable imaging analysis of

complex in vitro systems will help bridge the gap between live-

cell imaging and in vitro biochemistry. With work underway in

all of these areas, the rapid progress in this field over the past

decade should continue unabated.
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